NEWSLETTER - June 2011
Hello Everyone!

25th June – Basic Telepathic
Communication Workshop at
Johannesburg Zoo - Book NOW!

I hope you are all keeping warm!!!
We have just finished our Masters Telepathic
Communication Course. It was SO much fun!
I must say that I am SO impressed with everyone’s
progress and commitment.
Congratulations to all of you. I just know that you will do amazing things and
help many animals along your path.
Let me share some of the highlights from the Masters course with you!!!

Masters in Telepathic Communication Workshop

Tammy with Isis

Liz with Lucy, Zoro and
Red (horse)

Marianne with Jessica

Jenny with pig Merri (rear) and
Laverne with cat Rikki (front)

Yulna and Tammy
Chrissie with Timothy

Liz and Mazzie

Sammy with Tootsie

MASTERS CLASS 2011

Our Trackers
While I am on a roll I would also like to congratulate Sammy and all the trackers
for the amazing work that they are doing. The tracking is by far the most
distressing and time consuming part of animal communication.
Well done Ladies.
Welcome to Tammy who has joined our tracking department and is doing
exceptionally well. It’s great to have you on board, Tammy.

Hunting, Breeding and Hand-Rearing Wild Animals
In the past I have often spoken about ways to help the wild
animals. One way is to not support the hunting trade in any way.
Don’t buy leather, fur or any toys, key-rings or other articles
made from either leather, fur or snake skin. Also not to buy
shoes, handbags or belts made of leather. Its called “Shopping
Consciously” - Being totally aware of what you are buying at all times.

If there is NO trade for these goods, there will have to be a drastic reduction
in the senseless killing of our precious animals.
My next point- and I cannot stress this enough – Please boycott the “Touch a
Cub” experience. A couple of things you should know about behind the scenes of
touching a cub.
These cubs are bred specifically for the tourist trade. When they are only a
few days old they are taken away from their mothers and hand reared. The
mother will then come into Oestrus and be covered again to have another litter
of cubs which will then be taken away yet again. This puts an enormous amount
of strain on both Mother and cubs.
Once these cubs grow up into adult lions there is no place for them and they
end up in various hunting facilities around the country.
Remember, a hand reared wild animal is far more dangerous than a “wild” wild
animal. The hand reared animal has no fear of humans and relates humans to
food as humans are the ones who feed them. An animal in the wild who has had
no contact with a human will only hunt when hungry for food and will generally
keep away from humans.
The other thing to be aware of about touching a cub is that so many
people touching and interacting with the cubs is very damaging to
the cubs energy field. Just think of all the different people with
stress or illness of their own touching a precious little lion
cub. The stress the cub feels damages its energy field and
leaves it torn and unclean. This can result in disease
manifesting in the physical body of the lion cub at a later
stage so please be aware of what you are doing and the
reasons why you have the need to do it. Be conscious of
your actions.

No more
humans…
please!

I want to appeal to all of you – PLEASE make a few minutes time in your busy
days to send protection and light to all the lions and other animals in hunting
facilities especially the ones in the Free State. Remember that if we leave out
the humans we will be clipping our wings. The humans responsible for the abuse
and neglect of animals need to change from the inside so it is VITAL to send
loving energy to all responsible if we are wanting to change the world and
protect the animals.
Working in anger only spreads anger.

Working in love will spread love.
The more we focus on sending protection, the stronger the protection will
become.
We can make a difference and we WILL make a difference.

Dog Show at Peels Farm
I recently had the most amazing experience. I was asked by Helen Taylor from
the NDDF to be one of the judges at a dog show that she had organized in Peels
Farm informal settlement in Kliprivier.
The NDDF run a vaccination, sterilization and feeding project. All the dogs
taking part in the dog show had to either be sterilized or vaccinated to qualify.
It is a brilliant incentive for the people living in informal settlements.
It was such an eye opener to see the good condition of the dogs as well as the
close bond they had with their owners. The owners were just SO proud of their
dogs and the dogs were SO proud of their owners.
Here are a few photos of the dogs with their companions.
Everyone had so much fun.

The entire family brought
these dogs along…

This man really loves his
dog

And this dog brought the
children

Proudly showing off her
medal

A proud and happy team

Our precious companions
Hi everyone from Sammy. I’ve recently been very aware
of the amazing and wonderful role animals play in our lives.
Watching my son play with our dog, and chuckling at night
when I check on him and find him cuddled up under
blankets and cats with the dog
under his bed; to seeing my
stepson arrive at weekends, from
a home nearly devoid of animal
company, to our house where he is swamped and loved by
cats and dogs and his absolute adoration of the love
they share with him.
It’s a wonderful world we live in because we get to share
it with amazing creatures.
Each species that we choose to share our lives with
brings something unique and special to the relationship; different types of
energy to balance, soothe, calm, awaken, and inspire; different needs to awaken
compassion, nurturing, kindness and even assertiveness; and always, always, an
ability to make us better parts of ourselves, if we choose to accept the
opportunity that is offered.
What I feel we should do in return is take these same gifts and offer them to
the humans around us, in the hopes that more and more people come to
understand animals better and improve the care and respect shown to animals
the world over.

Trackings
The last couple of months saw a surprising increase in the number of parrots
(African Grey and ring-necked) we were requested to track and a great
decrease in the number of cats and dogs. While this is only a reflection of the
animals we are requested to track, and by no means an indication of the actual
animals that go missing or walkabout every day, it is still fascinating to me how
species seem to clump together in trackings – a trend we have often noticed
over the years.
While doing a tracking, I asked a guide of the animal I was tracking, why this
was so, I was told that each species brings with it unique and special tools and
abilities to work with energy and the earth and humankind in different ways,
and that each animal, missing or at home, uses these different abilities all the
time, working behind the scenes towards the greater good of all.

In Memory of…
In memory of Meryl who helped us so much over the years with the trackings of
so many animals. Our thoughts are with her family and dogs at this time of her
passing, may they be surrounded by love, light and strength to help them with
their grief.

Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT)
This year we are supporting The Endangered Wildlife Trust (EWT) in their
wonderful conservation efforts. Their main focus is the conservation of species
and eco-systems, especially the endangered animals, and they have many
projects on the go to fulfil this aim. Please take a moment to go to their
website and have a look at the projects they are currently working on at
www.ewt.org.za.

Next Workshops and Events
Our next workshops are two Basic Communication workshops, the first being
held at the Johannesburg Zoo on the 25th June and the second is to held in
Centurion on Sunday 3rd July 2011
The workshops at the zoo are always fun and a great opportunity to awaken your
telepathic abilities with the help of the wonderful animals there. These
workshops are always popular so book early!
The Centurion workshop is going to be held at the Palooza shop, Lyttelton
Shopping Centre, on the corner of Botha Ave and Cantonments in Centurion.
The shop is a wonderful treasure trove of gifts and goodies that are not the
normal run-of-the-mill sort, so bring your purse with you, you may just find that
special something for yourself or someone special to you.
Email Sammy at Sammy@butlerworldwide.net / Sammy@animalhealing.co.za for
more info and booking forms.

Website
Our website is now in the design stage, and we are eagerly awaiting our first
glimpse of its new look. We are still collecting stories for our website. If you
have any stories relating to animal communication, animal healing or a funny
story about your own animal friends, please let us know – we’d love to have them
on the website.
Until then…

